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Experimental and theoretical Stark broadening studies of the hydrogen Paschenb line

T. Wujec,* W. Olchawa, J. Halenka, and J. Musielok
Institute of Physics, Opole University, Oleska 48, 45-052 Opole, Poland
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Experimental and theoretical Stark broadening studies of the Paschenb line of hydrogen (l51.28mm) are
reported. Line shape measurements were performed at electron densities of the plasma between 3.5
31015 cm23 and 7.531015 cm23, applying as the light source a wall-stabilized arc operated at atmospheric
pressure in a helium-hydrogen gas mixture. The radiation of the plasma, emitted from nearly homogeneous
plasma layers in the end-on direction, was registered with the use of a grating spectrometer equipped with a
charge coupled device detector. The measured light outputs were calibrated against signals obtained from a
tungsten strip radiation standard. The experimentally determined line profiles are compared with results of new
Stark broadening calculations based on simulation techniques. The measured broadening, shift, and asymmetry
parameters are also compared with results of previous Stark broadening calculations and other experimental
data obtained at electron densities higher as well as lower than ours.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the linear Stark effect, spectral li
of hydrogen and hydrogenlike ions emitted from plasm
exhibit significant broadening compared to lines of oth
plasma constituents. The shapes of these lines depend
only on the specific transition between two energy levels
also on the density of charged particles surrounding the e
ting hydrogen atoms or hydrogenic ions. Therefore St
broadening of these lines is often applied for plasma di
nostic purposes. Particularly, the full widths at half ma
mum ~FWHM! of hydrogen lines of the Balmer series and
the Paschena transition in He II are frequently used as
measure of electron~ion! density in plasmas. Hydrogen spe
tral lines of the Balmer series have been the subject of
merous experimental as well as theoretical investigatio
because of their convenient location in the visible part of
waveband. The number of experimental studies devote
transitions belonging to other spectral series is rather sca
In the case of Lyman lines the main experimental difficult
are the radiation detection in the vacuum and the s
absorption processes in the plasma, while in the case o
Paschen lines their rather weak intensities, the light abs
tion by traces of water vapors in the atmosphere and
problems arising from detection of low-energy photons.

To our knowledge, only in a few papers published to d
are experimental line broadening data for hydrogen tra
tions of the Paschen series reported@1–4#.

Hepner’s single measurement for the Paschenb line (Pb)
@1# was derived from studies of a capillary discharge in h
drogen at an electron density somewhat above 1016 cm23.
The Pb line profile was determined by scanning the wav
length on a shot-by-shot basis, relying on the reproducibi
of the discharge.

The results reported by Castellet al. @2# are also based on
the above-mentioned measuring technique. The disch
was conducted in helium with traces of hydrogen at a pr
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sure of 0.4 mtorr. Profile measurements of thePb line in the
electron density interval from 3.631014 to 231015 cm23 are
reported. The analysis of this paper leads to the follow
remarks:

~i! As reported by the authors, the measured spectra w
significantly disturbed by two strong He I transitions~in the
blue wing ofPb) and by other impurity lines.

~ii ! In the results presented in the paper in Figs. 5–7, l
shapes are obtained after some corrections, which are
quired in order to remove the above-mentioned disturba
~the captions of Figs. 5 and 7 should be obviously e
changed!.

~iii ! In spite of these corrections, the experimental d
~represented by about 40 measuring points on each line
file! still exhibit a significant scatter, which may only part
be attributed to the disturbance arising from the Ar I line
12802.7 Å—the spectral lines that appear in the red wing
the Pb can be attributed neither to argon atoms nor to io

Thus one may conclude that thePb broadening data of
Castellet al. are very uncertain.

The most comprehensive and reliable measurements,
cerning thePb line profiles, have been recently reported
Döhrn @3# and Döhrn et al. @4#. The authors applied a wall
stabilized arc running in neon or argon always with so
amount of hydrogen. The arc was operated at different p
sures ranging from 1 to 6 atm. Line shapes were determi
at several plasma conditions ranging fromNe5531015 to
Ne51017 cm23. At these electron densities, the FWHM o
the Pb line range from about 45 to nearly 500 Å. At th
higher Ne values, the argon and neon background lines
hibited remarkable Stark broadening. One of the criti
points of these measurements was the subtraction of the
or argon background. In order to obtain reliablePb line pro-
files, it is necessary to perform measurements in a waveb
significantly wider than the FWHM of thePb . Particularly,
the unknown spectral feature around 1.26mm, observed in
the neon discharge, was a considerable disturbing fac
Moreover, at plasma conditions with higherNe , a significant
overlap of theblue wing of Pb and thered wing of Pg line,
with its center at 10938 Å, has to be expected. Thus,
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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may conclude that in evaluatingPb line profiles, the authors
have encountered severe difficulties not only arising from
subtraction of theforeign background~unidentified feature,
neon and argon bound-bound emission! but also from the
determination of thetrue continuum.

Theoretical studies of Stark broadening of hydrogen lin
from the infrared part of the spectrum are scarcely availa
in the literature, either. Calculations of hydrogenPb line
shapes have been reported in four recent publications.

The so-called global theory of Motaponet al. @5# is based
upon a quasimolecular treatment of the problem of l
broadening developed earlier in Refs.@6,7#. Numerical cal-
culations of line profiles are executed within the adiaba
approximation. The evaluated half-widths of the lines a
generally in a satisfactory agreement with results of qu
static semiclassical calculations, e.g., Refs.@8,9#, while the
line shapes differ remarkably. Unfortunately, for determin
tion of line profiles, suitable for comparison with experime
tal data, several significant simplifications of the applied
proach are unavoidable.

In the paper of Stehle@10# and of Stehle and Hutcheo
@11#, the model microfield method~MMM ! has been applied
for both the electronic as well as the ionic contribution, w
protons considered as the heavy perturbing particles.
dynamics of microfield fluctuations are treated by a stati
cal process model, where the microfield~electronic or ionic!
is assumed to be constant during a given time interval.
microfield then jumps instantaneously to another cons
value for the next time interval. In practice, the calculatio
of Pb @11# have been carried out neglecting the broaden
of the lower (n53) level of the transition and applying th
so-called isotropic approximation. The half-widths—
including Doppler broadening—have been determined
electron densities ranging from 1010 to 1019 cm23 and for a
set of temperature values, e.g., suitable for application
typical stellar envelopes. The MM-method yields FWH
values, which are in between the results of quasistatic
proximations for ions@8,9# and those of the full compute
simulation method~FCSM! @12–15#. In the case ofb-like
transitions, the discrepancies are rather small. In the cas
a-like transitions in hydrogen, significantly larger discrepa
cies are encountered between the results of MMM on
hand and the FCSM and experiments on the other, e.g., R
@12,13#. A similar conclusion can be drawn from studies
a-like transitions for ionic emitters@16,17#.

In the paper of Do¨hrn et al. @4#, the quantum statistica
approach using the Green’s functions technique, develo
earlier by Gu¨nter and co-workers@18–20#, has been applied
for the treatment of perturbing electrons, and the MMM
include the contribution from dynamical plasma ions. Calc
lations of the ion dynamics are based—similarly as in Re
@10,11#—upon a modeling of the statistics of time fluctu
tions of the ionic microfield.

In the electron density interval 33101421017 cm23, the
calculations of Do¨hrn et al. @4# yield a similar linear depen
dence of the logarithm of the FWHM on the logarithm ofNe
as the approach of Stehle and Hutcheon@11#. At an electron
density of 431014 cm23, both calculations yield the sam
FWHM. The slope of this dependence is somewhat large
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the case of Ref.@11#. The discrepancy between the FWHM
Ne51017 cm23 does not exceed 10%.

Such a relatively good agreement between these calc
tions is not surprising since the FWHM ofb-like transitions
is rather insensitive to different theoretical approaches.
this paper we present results of newPb line shape calcula-
tions, based on computer simulation techniques descr
and analyzed in detail in Refs.@13,21#. Calculations ofLya
line profiles ~the most sensitive transition to ion-dynam
effects! reveal that this technique yields results that ag
very well with experimental data@12–15, 21–25#. The com-
puter simulation technique includes the ion-dynamic effe
in a complete and natural way, in contrast to the MMM
where this effect is considered only approximately. T
simulated positions and movements of perturbers are sim
determining the plasma microfields and their time variatio

Our theoretical results are compared with measured
profiles at electron densities from 3.531015 to
7.531015 cm23. This Ne interval—at temperatures typica
of arc discharges (T.13104 K)—seems to be most appro
priate for verifications of Stark broadening of the hydrog
Pb transition. At these plasma conditions, the line exhib
large enough Stark broadening, exceeding significantly
contribution from the Doppler effect. On the other hand, t
Stark broadening is not too large, therefore reliable line p
file measurements are possible, including intermediate
wings ~the problems arising from difficulties in the determ
nation of the continuum radiation are minimized!.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

Our Pb calculations are performed assuming classi
straight paths for the perturbers. The FCSM has been
plied, i.e., the time variation of the total microfield at th
radiator’s position produced by ions as well as by electron
simulated. Our calculations are based on the approach
formalism described in detail by Halenka and Olcha
@13,21#. The starting point of this consideration is the rel
tion between the spectral line profile and the average of
dipole autocorrelation functionC(t), which can be written in
the following way:

I ~v!5 lim
t f→`

p21 ReE
0

t f
C~ t !eiDvt dt, ~1!

C~ t !5Tr$di f •U f f 8
†

~ t !df 8 i 8Ui 8 i~ t !%av /Tr$di f •df i%, ~2!

whered is the dipole operator for the hydrogen atom, wh
i i 8 and f f 8 indicate the sublevels of the initial (Ei) and final
(Ef) states of the unperturbed atom, respectively. The
quency separation from the line center is given byDv5v
2(Ei2Ef)/\, whereasU(t) is the operator of the time de
velopment of the hydrogen atom in the presence of the e
tric field produced by electrons and ions. The averag
$•••%av is taken over all initial simulated field strengths an
possible time histories. The time-evolution operatorsUi 8 i(t)
andU f 8 f(t) ~corresponding to the initial and final states, r
spectively! satisfy the following Schro¨dinger equation:
3-2
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STARK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066403 ~2002!
i\U̇~ t !5@H01V~ t !#U~ t !, ~3!

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the isolated radiator an
V(t) is the radiator-plasma interaction potential.

The Hamiltonian, with the multipole expansion of the p
tential restricted to quadrupole terms, may be written~e.g.,
Ref. @26#! as follows:

H~ t !.H02d•F~ t !2~1/6!(
j ,k

Q~ t ! jkF jk~ t !, ~4!

where the second term in Eq.~4! describes the plasma
emitter dipole interaction and the third represents the qu
rupole interaction of the radiator with the inhomogeneo
electric microfield of the plasma. The electric fieldF(t) and
the inhomogeneous microfield tensorF jk(t) represent the re
spective total fields originating from ions and electrons.

The perturbers are moving along straight trajectories w
velocities calculated according to the Maxwell distributio
We applied the so-calledm* -ion model introduced by Kest
ing @15#. Kesting demonstrated there, that exact calculati
in the frame of the so-called collision time statistics@14# are
well reproduced by them* model, which is convenient in
applications. This model allows—using a coordinate syst
bound to a statistical emitter—to treat the plasma as an
tropic medium. In this model the coupling between Stark a
Doppler broadening is taken into account, in contrast to
usually usedm-ion model, where this coupling is ignored
Our calculations differ from the Kesting’s model in tw
points: ~i! we restrict the radius of the simulation sphere
3D (D being the electronic Debye radius!, and~ii ! for elec-
trons we use the cutoff Coulomb field forr>D (r being the
collision parameter!, instead of the screened Debye potent
applied in Refs.@14,15#. Detailed studies of the point~i!
performed in Refs.@13,21# reveal that the influence of wea
collisions on line profiles, i.e., collisions with impact param
eters more distant than 3D, is negligibly small. Our tech-
nique of substituting those perturbers that are moving aw
from the simulation sphere differ somewhat from the te
nique applied in Refs.@12,23#, and are described in Refs
@13,21#. The cutoff problem mentioned in~ii ! has been stud
ied, e.g., by Smith@27#. From this study one may conclud
that the cutoff Coulomb potential, used for description of t
electric field produced by electrons, correctly reproduces
electron-electron correlations. The choice of the poten
shape does not influence considerably the final line profil
the application of either the cutoff Coulomb potential or t
shielded Debye potential leads to almost the same res
Such comparison is presented in Fig. 4~a! of Ref. @13#. Since
in our simulations we consider the perturbers as class
particles, we also encounter the problem of the treatmen
strong collisions. We assume that the emitter is a rigid sph
with a radius equal to the radius of the upper orbit of t
respective level:Rmin53/2a0ni

2 , wherea0 is the Bohr ra-
dius. This question will be discussed in further parts of t
paper. Our simulations differ from those of Refs.@14,15# also
in some technical details. Following the recommendat
contained in Ref.@28#, we applied Fehlenberg’s adaptive
06640
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stepsize method for integration of differential equations,
stead of the predictor-corrector method of Adams, wh
were used in Refs.@14,15#.

Calculations

In the frame of the above-mentioned model we attemp
to determinePb line shapes including their shifts and asym
metries. Therefore, in the Hamiltonion@see Eq.~4!#, we have
taken into account the nonhomogeneity of the local m
crofield including quadrupole terms. The calculations of li
profiles have been executed with accuracy up to the dyna
quadratic Stark effect. Unfortunately, even after averaging
10 000 initial perturber configurations, the resulting statis
cal noise of the imaginary part of the autocorrelation fun
tion, ImC(t), did not allow to determine reliable asymme
tries and shifts of the profile. Furthermore, the resulti
imaginary part of the autocorrelation function, ImC(t) @cal-
culated by applying the Hamiltonian, Eq.~4!# depends on the
chosenRmin value, i.e., on the assumed radius of the emit
It is the weakest point of our calculations. Also in analytic
approaches within the so-called classical trajectory appr
mation for perturbers, the same difficulty occurs—one has
assume~somewhat arbitrarily! the collision parameterrmin .
Iglesiaset al. @29# have shown that the electronic shift ca
culated by Griem@30# within the semiclassical binary impac
approximation ~originating from electron-emitter interac
tions! strongly depends on the assumed collision param
rmin . This strong dependence indicates that the contribu
to the line shift from strong collisions is significant and h
to be treated quantum mechanically. In our opinion, the e
tronic shift of hydrogen spectral lines is well describ
within the statistical approach using the Green’s funct
technique, see Refs. @20,25#. Calculations performed by
Günter and Ko¨nies @31# reveal that the asymmetry of lin
profiles caused by electron-emitter interactions is negligi
compared to the asymmetry produced by ion-emitter inter
tions. Thus it is reasonable to assume that electron-em
interactions produce only a pure redshiftdve of the line.
With this assumption, the line profile may be described in
following way:

I ~Dv!5I (d)~Dv8!1DI ~Dv8!, ~5!

where Dv85v2v02dve is the separation frequency
I (d)(Dv8) represents the symmetrical line profile obtain
within the dipole approximation, calculated with accuracy
to the linear Stark effect, whileDI (Dv8) include the contri-
butions to the profile originating from higher-order term
describing the interaction of the emitter with the ionic m
crofield.

The symmetrical partsI (d)(Dv8) have been determine
according to our FCSM. We want to emphasize that with
the dipole approximation the autocorrelation functionC(d)(t)
of the profileI (d) is real. The imaginary part of the function
Im C(d)(t), is equal to zero, i.e., within this approximatio
the profile is not shifted. Each line profile was determined
the basis of 3000 perturber configurations taken for aver
ing. The analysis of the accuracy of our calculations has b
carried out according to the procedure outlined in detail
3-3
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Ref. @13#. The statistical uncertainty of the determine
FWHM is estimated to be less than 3%. The uncertainty
the intensity course in the line core, however, is larger
does not exceed 10%.

Since we applied the classical trajectory approximat
for perturbers, it was necessary to estimate the contribu
to the line broadening originating from strong collision
Thus, for a given set of experimental conditions, we cal
lated the profilesI (d)(Dv8) for various values of the spher
radiusRmin , which represent different sizes of the emitt
These calculations reveal that the real part of the autoco
lation function, ReC(t) ~in the dipole approximation!, only
insignificantly depends on the assumedRmin value, while the
imaginary part ImC(t) is equal to zero. In Fig. 1 the dete
mined FWHM versus the assumedRmin are presented. As
can be seen, even forRmin approaching zero, our FCSM
yields FWHMs, which are close to those obtained forRmin
537.5a0, i.e., for the radius of the fifth orbit of the hydroge
atom. Thus, one may conclude that in the case of thePb line,
the contribution to the line broadening originating fro
strong collisions is negligibly small. The above describ
procedure of estimation of the contribution of strong co
sions to the FWHM yields some information about the up
limit of this contribution. Generally, it is not easy to includ
interactions with small collision parameters, because
such collisions some effects become important~e.g., the pen-
etration effect@32#!, which introduce mathematical difficul
ties. Within the electron cloud of the emitter, a short-ran
potential appears, which always reduces the long-range
pole potential. Thus the neglect of this short-range poten
always leads to an overestimation of the perturbation. In
dition, we have proved that the procedure of integration
the Schro¨dinger equation, Eq.~3!, yields results that obey th
probability conservation law, i.e., for each integration st
the matrices of the time evolution are unitary. Even ve
strong collisions yield absolute values of the matrix eleme
not exceeding the value of 1.

The correction to the profileDI (Dv8) has been deter
mined by applying the quasistatic approximation for ions a

FIG. 1. The FWHM of thePb line versus the radius of the
sphere representing~in our FCSM calculations! the size of the emit-
ter for the plasma conditionsNe56.331015 cm23 and T
510 000 K. The arrow shows the average radius of the orbit
n55, i.e., the initial state for thePb transition.
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the impact approximation for electrons. The Stark broade
line profile may be, in this approximation, expressed in
following form @8#:

I qs~Dv8!5
1

p
TrE

0

`

db Wr~b!di f •df 8 i 8

3^ i f u@ iDv82 i~Hni
2Hnf

!/\

2Fni ,nf
#21u i 8 f 8&, ~6!

whereWr(b) is the probability density of the ionic compo
nent of the local microfield@33# in the reduced scaleb
5F/F0, where F05e0 /R0

2 is the Holtsmark normal field,
while R0 is the mean distance between them, resulting fr
the relationship (4p/3)R0

3Ne51. The symbolF represents
the electronic impact operator. In our calculations, the int
ference termF introduced by Kepple and Griem@8# has
been properly corrected. In the quasistatic approximation
ions, the Hamiltonian given by Eq.~4! may be written~e.g.,
Ref. @26#! as

H5H01Vqs.H01e0F0bz2
5

~32p!1/2

e0F0

2R0

3Br~b!~3z22r 2!, ~7!

where Br(b) is the generalized Chandrasekhar–von Ne
mann function, calculated in Ref.@26#. The correction of the
profile DI (Dv8) has been determined as the difference
tween two quasistatic profiles:

DI ~Dv8!.DI qs~Dv8!5I qs~Dv8!2I qs
(d)~Dv8!. ~8!

For the determination of the profileI qs(Dv8), the matrix
elements of all operators in Eq.~6! have been calculated with
accuracy up to the quadratic Stark effect. The pro
I qs

(d)(Dv8) has been calculated applying the dipole appro
mation for emitter-ion interactions (Vqs5e0F0bz) with ac-
curacy up to the linear Stark effect, i.e., with the same ac
racy as the profileI (d)(Dv8) calculated in the FCSM
approximation.

It is well known that the quasistatic approximation m
be successfully used in the profile range, where the follow
relation is valid, e.g., Ref.@34#:

uDv8u@v i /Ri[V i , ~9!

where v i5(8kT/pmi)
1/2 is the mean thermal velocity o

ions while Ri is the mean distance between them, result
from the relationship (4p/3)Ri

3Ni51. For allPb line shapes
measured in this paper, the distance between the peak an
center of the line~in Dv units! exceeded the valueV i de-
fined in Eq.~9! by a factor of 2. Thus one may infer that th
quasistatic approximation is justified for the outward parts
the profile, including the line peaks with exception of only
very central range close to the line dip. Fortunately, arou
the line dip, where the quasistatic approximation is not va
the correction to the profileDI (Dv8) is relatively small
~compared to other parts of the profile!, because the centra

r

3-4
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STARK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066403 ~2002!
part is formed by weak electric microfields~compared to the
mean fieldFi5e0 /Ri

2). Therefore the application of the qua
sistatic approximation practically does not influence the
curacy of the determination of the final profileI (Dv). On
the other hand, the impact approximation may be applied
the central range of the profile up to frequency separati
obeying the relation~e.g., Ref.@34#!

uDv8u!ve /R0[Ve , ~10!

whereve is the mean thermal velocity of electrons. For
measuredPb line shapes, the inequality@Eq. ~10!# is well
fulfilled in the frequency range comprising at least four ha
widths at half maximum~HWHM!. For all plasma conditions
of our experiments, the frequencyVe exceeded the HWHM
at least by a factor of 5. Thus one may conclude that
introduced correction of the profile in Eq.~5!, DI (Dv8),
applying the quasistatic approximation for ions and imp
approximation for electrons, is justified.

III. EXPERIMENT AND PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

A. Experimental setup and radiation detection

A wall-stabilized arc running at atmospheric pressure w
applied for our studies. The details of the arc construct
can be found elsewhere@35#, therefore only a few essentia
remarks concerning some peculiarities of this experim
will be given below. The arc channel of a diameter off54
mm and a length of 70 mm is formed by a stack of ni
water-cooled copper plates. The central part of the arc
umn ~about 80% of the total plasma length! was operated in
a mixture of helium and hydrogen, while the regions close
both electrodes were supplied additionally with very sm
amounts of argon in order to improve the stability of t
discharge. The arc was operated at five different arc curre
20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 A. The advantages of running the
in helium with small amounts of light elements, for studyin
the admixturespectra, have been discussed in detail, e.g.
Refs.@36,37#. From the point of view of this particular study
the plasma source has the following main advantages:

~i! The arc operated in a mixture of helium and hydrog
yields effective population of the respective upper level
hydrogen (n55) at moderate electron densities and th
produces large spectral intensities within thePb line.

~ii ! Only a few weak bound-bound transitions of neut
helium and argon appear in the range of thePb emission, the
strongest line of them—at conditions of our experiments
was the Ar I line atl512 802 Å, i.e., 15 Å away from the
center of thePb line.

~iii ! At our moderate electron densities, the He I and A
lines are very narrow~almost negligible Stark broadening!,
and thus the measured hydrogen spectrum can be easil
free from this disturbance.

~iv! The continuum background radiation is very wea
facilitating the determination of thePb line shape including
the intermediate line wings.

The scheme of the spectral instrumentation is shown
Fig. 2. The arc emission was observed in the end-on di
tion. The large focal length (f 5730 mm) of the concave
06640
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mirror ~5! and the small diameter of the diaphragm in fro
of it (f512 mm) enabled us to select the radiation origin
ing from nearly homogeneous plasma layers~fixed Ne and
T) parallel to the arc axis. The spatial resolution of our
strumentation was 0.25 mm. The homogeneity of individ
plasma layers was controlled by determining the ratio
tween the FWHM and the peak separation of both measu
b-like hydrogen lines. Using the concave mirror~3!, the ra-
diation emitted in the direction opposite to the spectrome
could be reflected back through the plasma column. In
way, self-absorption checks were performed, showing tha
conditions of our experiments the light absorption in the
was negligibly small for all measured line profiles. Neverth
less, the very small self-absorption in the line centers of b
studied hydrogen lines~spectral intensities reached the
merely 2% of the Planck function value! was taken into
account in the determination of the line profiles. By chang
the angular position of the plane mirror~4!, the emission of
the tungsten strip radiation standard lamp could be detec
In this manner, our arc emission was calibrated. The ra
tion emitted by the arc and the standard lamp was analy
applying a grating spectrograph PGS-2 equipped with
changeable gratings having 651 grooves/mm. The spe
were recorded with two exchangeable charge coupled de
detectors mounted in the exit focal plane of the spectrogra
In the visible and near-infrared part of the spectrum, a g
ing blazed at 7400 Å and a two-dimensional optical mu
channel analyzer~OMA4! with 10243256 individual pixels
(19319 mm2) were applied. For thePb measurements, a
grating blazed at 10 800 Å and a liquid nitrogen cool
InGaAs photodiode linear array detector~LN/InGaAs!, con-
sisting of 512 individual rectangular pixels (250mm in the
direction perpendicular and 38mm parallel to the dispersion!
were used. The distances between two subsequent p
along the dispersion are 25mm and 50mm for the OMA4
and LN/InGaAs detector, respectively. The IR detector
sensitive in the spectral range from 8000 Å up to 17 000
and exhibits aflat characteristic in the waveband 9500
16500 Å. With this instrumentation, spectral intervals
about 180 Å could be simultaneously registered in

FIG. 2. The scheme of the experimental setup.
3-5
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WUJECet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 066403 ~2002!
visible and infrared parts of the spectrum. The FWHM of t
instrumental profiles were 0.7 Å for thePb measurements
and 0.56 Å for detection in the visible and near-infrar
wavelength range. These instrumental widths were de
mined experimentally by recording the radiation emitt
from a low-pressure Plu¨cker-type discharge in hydrogen. Th
Plücker tube also served as a standard source for wavele
calibration of our measured spectra. The registration of
arc radiation originating from different but nearly homog
neous layers of the plasma column~parallel to the arc axis!
was accomplished:~i! In the case of the detection in visibl
and near-IR part of the spectrum by dividing the OMA m
trix into adequate tracks, assuring the required spatial re
lution; and~ii ! In the case of thePb measurements by plac
ing the detector at the respective position in the exit fo
plane of the spectrometer~the position of the detector corre
sponds to a certain plasma layer in the arc!.

B. Plasma diagnostics

For studies of Stark broadening of thePb line, the most
significant plasma parameter is the electron density. In o
to determine this parameter we have recorded the shap
the Balmer b (Hb) line and measured the respecti
FWHM. Subsequently, the contributions originating fro
Doppler and instrumental broadening have been subtra
and the pure Stark widths are obtained. For determinatio
electron densities of the plasma, the theoretical broade
data of Gigosos and Carden˜oso @12~c!# have been used.

According to equilibrium criteria@38#, at electron densi-
ties of our experiments, the assumption of partial local th
modynamic equilibrium is justified for all atomic levels wit
principal quantum numbersn>3. Thus, in order to deter
mine the plasma temperature by the Boltzmann plot meth
we have additionally introduced into the discharge volu
small amounts of nitrogen and detected the spectrum aro
9050 Å. In this wavelength interval the spectral lines of tw
neutral nitrogen~NI! multiplets appear: 3p2S023d2P and
3s82D23p82F0. The excitation energy gap between the u
per terms of these multiplets is 0.85 eV, which is sufficie
for evaluation of the plasma temperature. The correspond
transition probabilities of the fine structure components w
taken from Ref.@39#. The temperatures obtained in this wa
for different plasma layers and different arc currents are
the range between 8000 and 11 000 K. The electron dens
of the corresponding plasma layers are between 3.531015

and
7.531015 cm23. At the plasma composition and temper
tures of our experiments, the bulk of free electrons origin
from ionized hydrogen atoms. Thus thePb line shapes are
predominantly formed by interactions of hydrogen ato
with singly ionized particles~protons,m50.5) and electrons
The measurements for diagnostic purposes (Hb and NI mul-
tiplets! were accomplished by applying the OMA4 detec
and the grating blazed at 7400 Å.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned above, ourPb line shape studies have bee
performed at different plasma conditions. These differ
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conditions were accomplished by~i! running the arc at dif-
ferent currents~20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 A! and ~ii ! selecting
appropriate plasma layers at various distances from the
axis. For each plasma condition, at least four independ
spectra were taken for three different wavelength interv
comprising the line shapes ofPb , Hb , and additionally the
NI spectrum around 9050 Å, used for temperature deter
nation. The main advantage of ourPb line shape measure
ments is the registration of the whole profile during a sin
exposition lasting less than 1 s. The very good stability of
arc discharge enabled us to change the angular positio
the grating for check measurements of the shape of the
Pb line wings, and subsequently replace the grating and
multichannel detector in order to measure the spectra in
visible (Hb) and near IR part of the spectrum~NI!, suitable
for Ne andT determination.

As an example, in Fig. 3~a! the measured line shape of th
Pb line is shown. Above thePb shape, the correspondin
light output from the standard source is presented. From b
measured light outputs, only the respective dark curre
have been subtracted. As can be seen, both relative st
signals are superimposed by a remarkable and regular in
ference pattern. The amplitude of this characteristic featur
proportional to the light intensity, and is—in this waveleng
range—of the order of 5% of the light output.~In the visible

FIG. 3. Illustration of the smoothing procedure applied to o
measured spectra for determination of line profiles and the c
tinuum background radiation:~a! directly measured signals from th
arc discharge (Pb line! and from the standard source~upper signal!;
~b! the Pb line shape after applying the smoothing procedure ba
on the Fourier transform technique and after the radiance cali
tion; the dashed line represents the continuum level determined
cording to the procedure outlined in Eq.~11!.
3-6
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STARK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 066403 ~2002!
part, this disturbance is significantly weaker.! In order to
release the measured signals from this disturbing interfere
pattern, the directly recorded spectra were filtered apply
the Fourier transform technique. The transformation revea
two characteristicfrequenciesresponsible for this characte
istic interference pattern. These frequencies are characte
for our spectroscopic instrumentation and depend on
wavelength but not on the light intensity. After smoothing t
respective parts of the Fourier transform spectrum, the
leasedPb line shapes were evaluated by retransforming
data into real spectra. The result of this smoothing proced
is shown in Fig. 3~b!. As can be seen, the smoothing proc
dure removes significantly the regular interference patte
yielding satisfactoryPb line shapes, but also considerab
alter the intensity of narrow spectral lines, having widt
comparable to the width of a single interference peak. The
fore this smoothing procedure may only be applied for eva
ation of spectral features much broader than the charact
tic widths of the interference peaks. After applying t
smoothing procedure, the measured arc signals were
brated using the corresponding light outputs of the stand
source. Subsequently, the course of the underlying c
tinuum radiation was determined@the dashed line in Fig
3~b!#. On the basis of theoretical premises, we assumed
the wings of thePb line exhibit power-law-like shapes. Th
continuum was approximated by a function depending
early on wavelength. With these assumptions, the distr
tion of the spectral intensity—in wavelength intervals cor
sponding to thePb line wings—can be written in the
following form:

J~Dl!5avuDlubv1acDl1bc for the violet wing,

J~Dl!5ar~Dl!br1acDl1bc for the red wing.
~11!

whereDl5l2l0, with l0 being the wavelength of the di
of the Pb . The parameters for the wings (av ,bv ,ar ,br) as
well as for the continuum (ac ,bc) were determined by a
least-squares-fitting procedure, on the basis of meas
spectral intensities corresponding only to the outward p
of the Pb line profile, for which the outputs did not excee
1/8 of the maximum spectral line intensity. The correctn
and reliability of our fitting procedure was confirmed by
few tests, in which we extended our measurements to sho
as well as longer wavelengths than shown in Fig. 3. T
same procedure was applied for the evaluation ofHb line
profiles. For all the analyzedHb and Pb line shapes, the
fitting procedure yieldedbv and br exponents in the rang
from 22.3 to 22.2. As expected, these values are in b
tween those characteristic of Holtsmark (22.5) and Lorentz
(22.0) profiles.

The relationship between the line profileI (Dv) and the
spectral line intensity distributionJ(Dv) can be written@26#
as

J~Dv!5J0~v0!~11Dv/Dv0!4 exp~2\Dv/kT!I ~Dv!.
~12!
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The factor in front ofI (Dv) introduces an additional asym
metry, the so-called trivial asymmetry, which we have tak
into account in the analysis of our data, particularly in co
parisions of measured and calculated line asymmetries
shifts.

In Fig. 4 the experimentally determinedPb line profiles
for two selected plasma conditions:Ne53.731015 and
6.331015 cm23 are compared with those determined by o
simulation technique and by other theoretical approaches
line shapes shown in the figure are normalized to the a
under the respective profiles. In the case of the measu
profiles, the contribution from far line wings, which are n
shown in the figure, has been included according to the p
cedure outlined by Eq.~11!. The wavelength separationDl
50 corresponds to the unperturbed position of thePb line.
The calculations of Stehle and Hutcheon@11# do not provide
line shifts, therefore the dips of their profiles are position
at the corresponding dip positions of our experimental p
files. In the case of the higherNe plasma condition
(6.331015 cm23), the overall agreement between our calc
lated and measuredPb line profile can be considered sati
factory. The apparent discrepancies in the line core m
be—at least partly—caused by uncertainties in the deter

FIG. 4. Comparison of experimentally determinedPb line pro-
files with our calculations and other theoretical results for t
plasma conditions. The line profiles are area normalized. In
normalization of our experimental profiles, we included the con
bution from the line wings according to Eq.~11!. The theoretical
data are marked by the following symbols and lines:n stands for
Ref. @11#; ••• stands for Ref.@31#; - - - stands for our quasistatic
calculations; and —– for our FCSM results.
3-7
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nation of the continuum level, which influences the norm
ization procedure. At theviolet shoulder, the disturbanc
originating from the Ar I line is visible. The calculate
FWHM exceeds the experimental one by about 5%. In
case of the lowerNe condition (3.731015 cm23), it is
clearly seen that the experimental shoulder peaks are c
in wavelength than the calculated ones. Also the measu
FWHM is remarkably~by about 10%) smaller than that pre
dicted by our simulations. In Fig. 4 our profiles are al
compared with results of other theoretical approaches:
quasistatic approximation~Kepple-Griem approximation@8#
with corrected interference term!, the results of Stehle an
Hutcheon@11# and the quantum statistical approach using
Green’s function technique of Gu¨nter and Ko¨nies @31#. As
expected, the largest discrepancies are encountered in
line center—the quasistatic approximation predicts the m
pronounced line dip, while the approach of Stehle a
Hutcheon@11# yields an almost flat profile in the line core
The theory of Gu¨nter and Ko¨nies @31# yields systematically
somewhat more pronounced line core features compare
our calculations. In the case of the higherNe plasma condi-
tion, the overall agreement between the profiles of Ref.@31#
and our measured as well as calculated profiles may be
garded as satisfactory. For the lowerNe condition, the dis-
crepancies in the line core become remarkably larger.
significant discrepancy between the results of Refs.@11# and
@31# is a little surprising, since in both approaches the MM
has been applied for the treatment of ions.

In Fig. 5 our experimental and calculated FWHM a
compared with other available experimental data and w
results of recent calculations for a wide range of elect
density. Our measured FWHM are systematically sligh
smaller than those obtained from our calculations. The
crepancies are evidently larger at lower electron densit
Perhaps the most important reason for this regular beha
is the possible departure of our plasma layers from homo
neity. The lowerNe conditions are realized at lower arc cu
rents and more distant plasma layers from the arc axis, w
the radial plasma parameter gradients are stronger. Since
detection system integrates over a fixedheight of plasma

FIG. 5. Comparison of our measured and calculated FWHM
the Pb line with other experimental and theoretical data. The m
sured data are represented by various symbols while theore
results are represented by lines.
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layers~limited spatial resolution!, the departure from homo
geneity is expected to be larger for plasma layers with low
Ne . Moreover, our measurements are also influenced so
what by the radiation originating from arc regions close
the electrodes, where the plasma conditions differ from th
of the central part of the arc column. In this way the discre
ancy in the line core at the lowerNe condition ~Fig. 4!,
particularly the smaller observed peak separation, may
be explained~see also Fig. 7!.

The FWHM of Stark broadened hydrogen spectral lines
often quoted in the so-called reduced scale unitsa
5Dl/F0, with F0 being the normal electric field strength
The advantage of such presentation is that even small di
ences in the FWHM may be shown in a single graph sim
taneously for a relative wide range of electron densities
Fig. 6 the FWHM, obtained by our simulation technique f
the electron density interval 101521016 cm23 and for two
temperatures~10 000 and 15 000 K!, are compared with the
corresponding data of Stehle and Hutcheon@11# and our qua-
sistatic results. Also included are the data of Do¨hrn et al. @4#,
Castell et al. @2#, and our experimental results. As can
seen, our FCSMa values are systematically larger compar
to the data of Ref.@11# ~about 3%) and the results of th
quasistatic approach~about 10%). At higher electron dens
ties, the agreement between our calculations and meas
ments can be regarded as satisfactory. Such small discre
cies between FWHMs are not surprising because~as
discussed in Sec. IV! for most parts of thePb line profile, the
quasistatical approximation for ions and the impact appro
mation for electrons are well fulfilled. The FCSM calculatio
yields the largest widths while the quasistatic approach
lowest. It is also worth stressing that thePb line shape is
formed mainly by interactions with ions, which contribute
the FWHM about three times more than the interactions w
electrons. In the electron density range of our experime
this proportion is fulfilled with an accuracy better than 5

f
-
al

FIG. 6. Comparison of the reducedPb FWHM calculated and
measured~crosses! in this work, with results of other available the
oretical and experimental data:L, Döhrn et al. @4#; s, Castell
et al. @2#. The upper boundary of each marked area correspond
results obtained forT515 000 K, while the lower one correspond
to those forT510 000 K. The theoretical data of Do¨hrn et al. @4#
correspond to temperatures of their experimental conditions.
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for all theoretical approaches discussed in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 7 we compare our measured and calculated ra

of the peak separation to the FWHM. As can be seen,
theoretical data systematically exceed the measured val

In Fig. 8 the measured dip values defined as Dip51
22JDip /(Jv1Jr) are compared with calculated ones for tw
temperatures 9000 K and 11 000 K. The symbolsJv andJr
correspond to intensities of theviolet and thered shoulder,
while theJDip to the dip intensity. For electron densities
our experiments, the theoretical data exceed systematic
the observed dip values by about a factor of 1.5.

We want to emphasize that the character of
experiment-theory discrepancy, shown in Figs. 5–8
similar—the measurements systematically yield smaller v
ues than calculations. Such discrepancy may be interpr
as follows: to our measured spectral line intensity distrib
tion, beside the radiation originating from homogeneo
plasma layers~with given Ne and T), the radiation from

FIG. 7. Measured and calculated ratios of the peak separatio
the FWHM versus the electron density of the plasma. The s
circles represent the measured values; the lines our FCSM cal
tions for two temperatures.

FIG. 8. Comparison of our measured~solid circles! and calcu-
lated dip values as a function of the electron density. Results
tained within two approaches are shown: the FCSM~solid lines!
and the quasistatic approximation~dashed lines!, both for two tem-
peratures.
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plasma layers with lower electron densities and temperat
slightly contributes. This is reflected in filling up the line d
and in shifting the line shoulders slightly towards the li
center as well as increasing their intensities. Conseque
the observed FWHM are systematically somewhat sma
We estimate that the possible resulting error reaches 5 –1
of the FWHM for the high and lowNe conditions, respec-
tively. Fortunately, these effects do not influence significan
the asymmetry parameter and the line shift, because in th
‘‘disturbing’’ cooler plasma layers the electron densities a
substantially lower.

In Fig. 9 the quantityA523(Jv2Jr)/(Jv1Jr), routinely
used as a measure of asymmetry ofb-like transitions in hy-
drogen, is plotted against the electron density. As can
seen, the measuredA values are systematically larger tha

to
d
la-

b-

FIG. 9. The asymmetry parameter of the shoulder intensityA
plotted against the electron density of the plasma. The solid cir
represent the experimental data, the solid line our calculations
dashed line the theoretical results of Ref.@31#, and the dotted line
our quasistatic approximation.

FIG. 10. Comparison of measured~symbols! and calculated
~lines! Pb shifts determined~a! at the half maximum intensity leve
(dl1/2) and ~b! for the dip position (dlDip). The solid and open
circles are for thedl1/2 and dlDip , respectively. The solid line
represents the results of ourdl1/2 calculations. Theoretical data o
Ref. @31# for the dl1/2 ~dashed line! and dldip ~dotted line! are
shown for comparison.
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those resulting from our calculations, however, the discr
ancies do not exceed 15%. In addition, we compare in Fi
our results with asymmetry parameters resulting from
quasistatic approximation and from the approach of R
@31#. As can be seen, the quasistatic data are significa
smaller than our simulated results, despite the fact tha
according to the inequality@Eq. ~9!#—the criterion of quasi-
static approximation for our plasma conditions is fulfilled f
wavelength separations corresponding to the positions of
Pb line peaks. This discrepancy between our simulated
sults and the quasistatic data results from ion dynamic
fects, which cause the increase in the dip intensity and sim
taneously the decrease in the shoulder intensity. On the o
hand, the asymmetry parameters resulting from the appro
of Ref. @31# systematically exceed our measured data ne
by a constant factor of 1.4.

In Fig. 10 the measured and calculatedPb line shifts are
shown as a function of electron density of the plasma. T
quantities characterizing the line shift are presented:~i! the
so-called dip shiftdlDip and ~ii ! the shift determined at the
half intensity maximum of the profiledl1/2. Both above-
mentioned shifts have been determined by Gu¨nter and Ko¨-
nies @31#. Within their quantum statistical approach, the d
shift is almost entirely caused by electron collisions, beca
the central part of the profile is formed by weak ionic elect
fields. The shiftdle caused by electron collisions amounts
about 90% of the total dip shiftdlDip . We have obtained
our dl1/2 shifts from Eq.~5!, taking the electronic contribu
tion dle from Ref. @31#.

In conclusion, we want to point out that in the case of t
Pb line:

~i! All theoretical approaches yield nearly the sam
FWHM of the Pb line. Our simulation technique yields th
, J
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largest FWHM, exceeding the quasistatic data by ab
10%.

~ii ! The quasistatic approach as well as the MMM@11# do
not describe satisfactorily the central part of the line profi

~iii ! Our theoretical results for the FWHM, the ratio~Peak
sep/FWHM! and the dip value are systematically slight
larger than the respective measured parameters. In our o
ion, this discrepancy is mainly caused, as mentioned ear
by the departure of our plasma from homogeneity.

~iv! The calculatedPb line shape parameters, the asym
metry ~A! and the line shift (dl1/2), agree well with the
corresponding measured data.

~v! Finally, we want to stress the satisfactory agreem
between our measured dip shifts and the shifts obtained
Günter and Ko¨nies in the frame of the quantum statistic
approach using the Green’s function technique. This
proach seems to provide reliable shifts caused by electr
collisions, whereas the semiclassical approaches@30# yield
questionable results. On the other hand, the theory@31#
yields dl1/2 shifts that are too small compared to the me
sured data. This discrepancy indicates that the ionic~violet!
shift calculated by Gu¨nter and Ko¨nies is overestimated. Th
overestimation of the ionic interaction is consistent with t
observed discrepancy between the asymmetry param
A—the measured peak asymmetries are significantly sma
than those resulting from the approach of Ref.@31#.
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